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6 Insights
to Build Greater Value
in B2B Acquisitions

The most successful private equity (PE) firms buy good B2B
companies on a bad day and turn them around for the benefit of all
involved. They make it happen with engineering, manufacturing,
operational and financial expertise. But the importance of brand
value and differentiation to the success of an acquisition cannot
be overestimated. Working with hundreds of manufacturing
companies and their owners (in many cases PE firms), LABOV has
gained unique insights on launching, growing and engaging B2Bs.
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1.	Beware of viewing the sales channel through the
same lens as manufacturing operations.
Often B2B sales channels are seen as antiquated and slow. Dealers, distributors
or reps may be viewed as living off the manufacturer, providing no value.
While the temptation could be to eliminate the sales channel after a company
is acquired, it seldom works. And just as dangerous as eliminating it is
communicating the possibility of eliminating it. That is a guarantee of lost
revenue as the dealers go running to competitors. In most cases, it is best to
re-engage the channel and, at the same time, raise the level of expectations and
performance. An engaged sales channel can be a company’s greatest asset.

2.	Don’t let operational efficiency destroy B2B
brand differentiation.
We’ve seen it happen with B2B acquisitions. Efforts to make the organization
more efficient dilute or even eliminate its uniqueness. What’s most important
to customers disappears, and along with it, the brand’s differentiation and
competitive edge.
Efficiencies are part of the most brilliant acquisition strategies, but just as
critical is identifying and protecting uniqueness. When operational efficiency
goes too far, it can have disastrous effects on a brand. For example, after GM’s
acquisition of Saab in 1990, the uniqueness of Saab cars was stripped away and
the brand met its ultimate demise in 2011.

A balanced focus
on operational
efficiency and brand
differentiation delivers
the best of all worlds.

A product that loses its personality and differentiation not only loses loyal
customers, but also the confidence of employees, as it is no longer a point
of pride for those who design, build and represent it. A balanced focus on
operational efficiency and brand differentiation delivers the best of all worlds.
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3.	Use trade name license agreement challenges
as a springboard to brand rejuvenation.
What’s in a name? It’s the kind of question PE firms may ask themselves if they’re
facing a trade name license agreement challenge.
When license agreements prohibit the continued use of a name after a company
is acquired, a new name must be created that retains the brand’s equity. At the
same time, customers must feel the brand they love is still alive and well.
The good news is renaming a brand can become part of an overall strategy that
includes a brand re-launch—the perfect opportunity to celebrate the brand and
re-engage employees, customers and the industry. Done well, it will reinvigorate
the brand and staff like never before.

4.	Differentiation is what makes a B2B a competitive force.
Discover and promote what makes it unique and watch
the brand rise to new heights.
We’ve seen it time and again. A family-owned manufacturer has been successful
for decades, but when asked how they’ve done it, they may not know the
complete answer. It could be a unique process or design, an innovative
technology or piece of equipment. Often these hidden differentiators
significantly impact a B2B’s success, yet they aren’t branded and promoted.

Discovering, branding
and promoting
differentiators
adds value to any
B2B brand and
increases sales.

Discovering, branding and promoting differentiators adds value to any B2B
brand and increases sales. LABOV’s proprietary Technical Immersion™ identifies
these unique attributes. Our expert team goes on-site at manufacturer facilities
and takes a deep dive to discover differentiation in process, products and
engineering. We work with engineering and sales teams, company leaders and
line workers to ensure every unique element becomes a point of pride and
distinction.
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5.	Communicate acquisition messages and plans
to employees first.
When the deal is done, it’s time to start the work of fixing the operations.
Where to begin? Every acquisition LABOV has helped PE firms navigate has
resulted in the same answer: employees. After all, without them, production
stops and years of knowledge and experience along with it.
It’s no secret acquisitions often breed rumors, fear and skepticism among
employees. What will change? Will they have jobs? Will the company and its
products remain? Those who dare to be different and face questions with
transparency are more likely to see a successful transition.
It happens through two-way communication early and often. Emails and FAQs
help address concerns at the start, while townhalls provide an opportunity to
listen to employees and respond to them directly. One of LABOV’s 12 Truths is:
Whenever there is a lack of communication or information, people will fill that
void with negativity. Facilitating open communication with employees helps
avoid the void.

6.	You don’t cut corners when it comes to hiring the best
team to run your acquisitions; don’t cut corners in
branding and differentiation, either.
There is no lack of brilliant, talented leaders who have successfully turned
around acquired companies. It takes a great deal of confidence and expertise.
However, that confidence can sometimes lead to a do-it-yourself approach to
marketing and branding.
To truly maximize the value of an acquisition, it takes identifying its
differentiators and listening to what customers, the sales channel and
employees say about the company and brand. That helps separate perception
from reality and builds the foundation for informed brand strategy. Just as
much thought should go into branding as to what is given to revamping
operations. Quickly pulling together logos and marketing without an informed
strategy often leads to inconsistency and diminished brand value. It’s critical
to take the steps up front to avoid this.

One of LABOV’s 12
Truths is: Whenever
there is a lack of
communication or
information,
people will fill that
void with negativity.
Facilitating open
communication with
employees helps
avoid the void.
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Summary
LABOV partners with PE firms and strengthens their acquired companies
with our proprietary and proven Brand Re-Engineering™ process. For 40
years, we have ignited B2B brands using this streamlined process to assess
organizations, discover differentiation and develop marketing strategies that
increase value. We’re ready to put this process to work for you. The rewards
are overwhelmingly worth it.

Let’s Jam.
Discover more about LABOV and our experience helping
build value in B2B brands. Sign up for a free jam session
with one of our leaders and discuss how you can increase
the value of your portfolio.
We specialize in corporations and organizations that
sell and/or service through the channel. We launch, we
engage, we market and we train, in partnership with some
of the leading brands in the world. In the retail sector, that
includes The Macallan, Hyundai, Flexjet, Audi, Airstream,
UPS, Harley-Davidson and others. In B2B, that includes Heil
Trailer, Steel Dynamics, REV Group, Carrier, Ingersoll Rand,
John Deere, SDI LaFarga and other leading manufacturers.

To truly maximize
the value of an
acquisition, it takes
identifying its
differentiators and
listening to what
customers, the
sales channel and
employees say about
the company
and brand.

labov.com
letsjam@labov.com
260-497-0111
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